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Tonight is HallowHn, be Kind
to the Kids.
l.

'
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Monday, October 31, 1977
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Soccer Considerea
For Varsity Status
'

By MIKE HOEFT
.
LOBO Staff Writer
UNM may consider establishing
soccer as a varsity sport _next year.
The biggest factor in the decision is
whether the Athletic Department
will-give the non-funded soccer club
a budget to raise the team to varsity
status, said soccer team faculty
advisor Nicklaus Weber.
Weber and two student team
members, Joe Godin and Mauricio.
Gonzalez, drew up a proposal for
varsity soccer. The proposal was
sent to the members of the Board of
Regents, President Davis, Athletic
Director McDonald and to the
Athletic Council.

Weber estimated a soccer
program for 18 members could be
accomplished
for
$10,000.
Equipment, travel expenses for six
road trips and home game expenses
total $6,380. If NCAA league status
is achieved, a parttime coach's
salary would add $3,500.
The eight non-revenue men's
sports budgets for this year
ave~ aged $37,313 for each team.
The highest non-revenue budget
was the track team with $72,000.
The lowest was ski team with
$10,000.
Although the soccer team would
be grouped with the other nonrevenue men's sports, Weber said a
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varsity soccer team could become a
revenue producing sport. In 1976
an unpublicized soccer exhibition
match
held
between
the
Albuquerque Men's League AllStars arid the German Air Force
team from El Paso drew 3 ,200
spectators. In 'Minnesota, Weber
said, attendance at soccer games in ·
the last year increased from an
average of 12,000 to 32,700
spectators.

AUOPEyes
'ToWn & GoWn'

Cooperation

ByEDLOPEZ
LOBO Staff Writer
To be able to play a role in increasing the level of productive
cooperation between UNM and the city, says Gloria Mallory, is
something that would make her very happy.
"I know I'm not the first person to talk about bringing town and
·gown together," said Mallory, director of the Albuquerque Urban
Observatory (AOO) in Bandelier West. "We haven't even begun to
explore the possibilities of interaction between the city and Uni,ycrsity."
One of the first urban observatiories in the United States, the AUO
was formed in 1969 by a joint-powers agreement among the city,
"Varsity status would enable
county, Albuquerque Public Schools, University of Albuqueruqe and
UNM to gain a ranking among
UNM.
other NCAA recognized teams,"
Mallory said the observatory, initially funded by the Dept. of
Weber said. In the past two years,.
Housing and Urban Development (HUD), was supposed to be
UNM soccer travelled to Fort
analogous to a physical science laboratory in the city where research
Collins, Colo. and Provo, Utah,
along with design work c.ould be done, and where a body of social
with no funds. UNM took first
science data could be built up.
place in the WAC tournament
The "avowed intention" of the observatory, says Mallory, is to
defeating BYU and Colo. State.
bring the University's resoun~es to bear on the problems of local
The Following year UNM soccer
government. "I'd like to see our position (AUO) almost like that of a
took third place at Provo, Utah.
broker between the University and its resources, and the city and its
needs.••·
Student team member Joe Godin
Mallory said she sees many possibilities for interaction between
said another reason for a varsity
UNM
and the city; for example, between the Environmental Research
soccer program at UNM is the
and
Development
Center on campus and the city's Environmental
growing interest in the sport.
Health
Division,
thepublic
works department and the school of ar"There is enthusiasm at the youth
.
chitecture,
and
between
the
sociology
and corrections departments to
level," said Godin. "There are •
name
a
few.
2,500 ·kids are participating in
She said a cooperative effort between the University ~nd comsoccer p·rograms in the area. In
munity
could help to remove one area of student dissatisfaction.
Albuquerque high schools, soccer
"You
often
hear students complaining that college offers no real-life
surpassed football in registration,"
experiences,
but there are lots of opportunities to study and get in, he said. "A lot of these kids can be
volved in projects involving the ~eaL world. We'd likt:l to set up
.'l<)Okecl . Upon. as hftutc .UNM"
situations like that," said Mallory.
students. If a student wants·. lo
UNM's services to the community, she says, are not as readily
_continue playing soccer in college,
visible as those provided by New Mexico Stat~ University. As a result,
he has to look to the East or to
UNM's work may often go unnoticed by the state legislature.
other out-of-state college teams."
"Practical services are provided at NMSU," said Mallory. "When
Weber said that without a coach
a farmer needs help with his sheep or wants information about his
the team could compete as a co-op
crops, someone in the Agriculture Dept. can give him a fairly straight
division for the Rocky Mountain
forward answer. It's not that easy with city problems to pin point the
Intercollegiate Soccer League title
trouble and make quick diagnoses on such things as inter-city riots
(RMISL). Weber said a co-op
and the financial status of businesses.
division is basically a non-funded ·
"Who can tell city officials immediately about economic
club. At present, BYU and Nevadadevelopment or how to build up the downtown area? These issues are
· Las Vegas have NCAA soccer
difficult and complex, but I consider myself to be an incrementalist.
teams and CSU and ASU have
By that I mean that we can slowly nibble away at the problem;
,programs started.
structure approaches to problems."
Athletic Council Chairman Prof.
In an effort to increase contacts between the University and city,
Aaron Ladman, said the council
Mallory is planning a series of informal "city forum" meetings to be
will gather data and inputs on the
attended by city officials and members of the University community.
soccer proposal to use to advise the
Mallory said she has discussed the idea with UNM Provost
administration and the Athletic
MacAllister Hull and the city Chief Administrative. Officer Frank
cantlnued on page 5
Department.
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Chris Chase and Donna Butler modal this year's latsst sty/as in
makaup and dress. Foil skirts and blouses are very inaxpansiva
but tear 8Ssily and don't compliment the shape of the W881'8r'$
hips.
Both thodals displayed themselves at a Halloween party <on
Harvard ovar the weekend.

By T- VI Board

ReSolution Tabled

I'

I

--Arranging agreements among
A resolution declaring the
T-Vl,
U 'of A and UNM to establish
Albuquerque Technical Vocational
'the
college.
Institute Governing Board's intent
--Setting up advisory committees
to be involved in forming a community college has been tabled until to the board to plan development
Nov. ·14. The resolution rejects and expansion of the program.
The resolution was introduced
parts ofthe Chamber of Commerce
plan Which was introduced two ·after T-VI, UNM, U of A, the
weeksago.
,
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce,
The Chamber plan calls for the and the Albuquerque Chamber of
establishment of the college under Commerce made presentations to
the TVI statue, then phasing in an the board.
UNM President William .E. Davis
independent board then buying and
presented
a proposal for the college
incorporating the University of
to
be
under
the University.
Albuquerque.
--The expansion of the T·Vl
Threet said that although the
program by the legislature to in- resolution does not address the
clude an academic branch offering possible purchase of U ·o( A, the
associate degrees.
purchase will be discussed later
--Locally electing a board to set when the program and structure are
up the college's administration.
dismissed.
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Earning A Joust Reward
Knights from tha Society for C1'8Btive Anacronysms joust on Johnson field during ona of theif Sun-

dllr fain. Lon/ Zostmr• {/aft) tmd Hi• Exet~l/ence, Sir Hflimich Lord Dwarf Jager ere members of the
UNM chiiPtfN of the netlonlll OrrJIII'Iizetion.
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Death Deadline Passes

AMSTERDAM,
The
Netherlands (UP I) Skeptical
.Q
·;;; Dutch officials Sunday ignored a
p second execution deadline for
0
kidnaped Real Estate Tycoon
u
Mauritz Caransa and refused to
~ respond to demands by callers
v~ claiming to represent the West
z German Baader-Meinhof terrorist
gang.
"gp Amid a deluge of anonymous
p..
telephone calls from persons
daimin~;~ to hold the 61-year-old

....0

..,

"'"

millionaire, Caransa's wife and
daughter Sunday issueq an urgent
appeal for some kind of contact·
from the real kidnapers.
The appeal came as one caller to
a newspaper, cll!lming to speak for
the gang, demanded freedom for
alleged terrorist Knut Folkerts, all
South Moluccans held in Dutch
jails and Japanese Red Army
Member Kozo Okumoto, who is
held in Israel. '
The editor of De Telegraaf

"We are still completely in the
dark, including the motive," a
police spokeman said.
One phone call to the newspaper
De Telegraaf demanded the release
of Folkerts in feturn for Caransa' s
safety before midnight (6 p.m.
EDT) Saturday. The deadline
passed without incident.
Other callers demanded ransoms
up to $4 million. One caller said
Caransa would be freed if Queen
Juliana abdicated.

I

t:j~7~·~

newspaper quoted the caller as
saying unless the demands were met
·by6p.m. (noon EDT) Sunday, "we
will tell you where you can find
Caransa's body,
Both the editor and a police
spokesman said they were not
inclined to take the call seriously,
The deadline passed with no further
word on Caransa's fate.
Folkerts, an alleged BaaderMeinhof gang member, is charged
with killing a Dutch policeman.
There are 19 South Moluccans
serving prison sentences in Holland
for train hijackings and lengthy
hostage dramas in 1975 and again
this year.
Okumoto, sole survivor of the
three Japanese terrorists who killed
28 persons and wounded 79 in a
machinegun attack at Israel's Lod
Airport in 1972, is serving a life
'sentence.
The appeal from the family was
disrupted by the Dutch news agency
ADN, saying, "The Caransa family
is making an urgent appeal to the
abductors or to those who are
responsible for the abduction to
make contact in any manner
whatever."
Police were handling the kidnaping as 'a routine--if major-criminal case in the absence of any
proof there was a political motive.

1here's no place like

I
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PreS~; International

Dissidents' Amnesty Appealed
MOSCOW - Andrei Sakharov, heading a group of 40 Moscow
dissidents, appealed to the Soviet government Sunday to release
imprisoned dissidents in what is expected to be a nationwide anmesty
next month.$
In an open letter released to western reporters, the group asked that
the amnesty apply "without exception to all political prisoners, internal exiles and those in madhouses for political reasons, no matter
the charg~ against them or the length oftheir term."
Soviet authorities are expected to issue an amnesty in honor of the
60th anniversary of the Soviet Revolution celebrated on Nov. 7. A
similar amnesty was declared 10 years ago on the 50th anniversary,
but it was worded in such a manner as to exclude most imprisoned
dissidents.
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Dairy Queen* braziet
has it all
Food and Dessert
"Reg. U.S. Pat. Oft , Am.

Q,Q_

Regular Size
SUNDAES
for the price of one
Wilh I !lis coupon
Valid only at 2300 Central or 12th & 1-40

Corp. !cl Copyroght 1975, Am. D.O. Corp.
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Carter: In the Public Trust

"'
.

WASHINGTON - The American Public trusts President Carter
enough to support him if he has to urge U.S. military intervention in a
foreign conflict to protect the National interest, National Security
Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski said Sunday.
·
"I think if the President went to the country and said, 'in such and
such a place, the national interest is deeply involved and we have to
intervene,' I think the country would support him,'' Brezezinski ~aid.

Is Almost Here
DOC (Disabled On Campus) wants to make UNM conscious of the disabled persons' problems, needs, and
assets. We're inviting all students, staff and faculty to the
following Awareness Day events:

Tuesday, Nov. 1
8:00am to 12:30pm -Ten campus VIPs will voluntarily spend
the morning in wheelchairs.
2:00 to 2:45pm- ~~changes", a 30 minute film dealing with the
·probl'ems of a spinal cord injury will be shown in Room 253 of the
SUB.
2:45 to 3:15 PIQ- UNM Special Services wUI give a brief description
of services UNM offers the disabled. Location: Room 253 of the
SUB.
3:15 to 4:30pm- "Ask a Question" Want to know something
about being disabled? Ask any question and a panel" of DOC members
wUI answer. Discussion will take place in the middle glass cubicle
on the first floor of the SUB.
· 6:30 to 8:30pm- The Bernalillo County Wheelchair Basketball
T earn, the Zias, will play a team
from the County Parks and
Recreation Dept., and UNM law
students in Carlisle Gym.
Ad courtesy of Canterbury Chapel

.
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all Special
Cup of steaming hot chocolate,
toasted crown, garnished with lettr•ce,
tomato, and onion, & choice of salad
(egg, potato, or cole slaw)for just 99c

Expires Nov. 2, 1977

Totie Fields Recuperates
LOS ANGELES - Entertainer Toti~ Fields was released Sunday
from the hospital where she underwent a mastectomy last week.
"She is doing fine and everything looks good," said a
spokeswoman at Los Angeles New Hospital. "She is a remarkable

woman."

The spokeswoman said Fields would recuperate at her home.
The 46-year-old entertainer was hospitalized Oct. 24 suffering
exhaustion. An examination disclosed a small tumot in her right
breast and the breast was removed the next day.
In April 1976, Fields underwent a leg amputation after she
developed phlebitis, a condition involving blood clots. Nearly a year
later she had surgery on her left eye to correct an aill)lent caused by
diabetes.
~
Her night club engagments for the next few months in California
and Las Vegas, Nev., have been canceled.

Coupon Valid 2pm-closing
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Buy
One
Slice
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Perry's Pizza
Get
One
Free
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Thick Square Sicilian Pizza
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The New Me:r::lco 0f1ll!J Lob J Is published
Monclny through To'rlt:luy every rcglllnr week
ol_thu University )IC£1t and Weekly during the
summer sc.~~lon by the Dourd of Stuc.lcn{
11ub11catlonso( the Uulvctsl(yo( Ncw_Mcxfco,
ant.! Is 110t flnnncln!ly ns.~oclut('cl wflh UNM.
Scco11d cl!L~-~ pns_lngc p111d at Albuquerque,
Nnw Mc~tco 87131. Stih~crf)1Uon rate I~
~ 10.00 for the 11Cndcmlc ycnr,
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nllthor sol<!ly. Un.sl~netl oplt1Ion Is tllnl of thr
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Dyer said the barrels at the
islands more than 30 miles west of
San Francisco have provided an
ideal living space for the seldomseem sponges that take grip on
smooth, hard surfaces. The first
barrel of atomic waste to be
recovered from the dumping site
was hauled up during the expedition.
The Steinhart Aquarium of the
California Academy of Sciences in
San Francisco was reported to have
been building a special tank to
display the giant sponge so people
could inspect its snowflake-like
body at close range.
"The claw on the submarine held
the sponge securely as we came up
3,000 feet to the surface, but when
we got to the surface we were in
moderately heavy seas," said Dyer.
He said the rise and fall of waves
began to rear up the sponge's
fabric, and as he tried to transfer it
from the metal claw to an open
basket lowered from another vessel,
it slipped away and drifted down
into the water.

regularly 40c
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Nuclear Dump Site
Yields 4 Ft. Oddity
SAN FRANCISCO (UP!) - A
mysterious giant sponge being lifted
from an atomic waste graveyard off
the San Francisco coast slipped
away and apparently was eaten by
sharks,
a
government
oceanographer said Sunday.
Robert Dyer, an oceanographer
for the environmental Protection
Agency, said he and a Canadian
pilot riding the miniature research
submarine Pisces entrapped the
sponge among a pile of 55-gallon
drums of nuclear waste at the 3,000
foot level near the Farallon Islands.
Thousands of barrels of
radioactive waste were dumped
near the islands between 1946 and
1965. Dyer said there is no reasorr
to believe the sponge is a mutant.
"There were lots of sharks in the
vicinity and I did not want to risk
sending divers into the water to
retrieve the specimen," he said.
Dyer said he was disappointed
"as I watched the sponge drift
down past the submarine's observation window" during the
operation last week because
scientists want to study whether the
four-foot tall oddities grasp the
they crack them
barrels so tightly
.
causmg atomtc waste to escape.

2pm - Closing Oct. 31 Only

~
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Home of the WHOPPER®
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BURGER

KING

~

Three locations
Good only at
Menaul at San Mateo
Coronado Center
5230 Fourth St. N.W.

Buyone~OPPER~and~ch,

BURGER get another WHOPPER lree.

KING

~
Have it your way®

1
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This offer expires November 8,1977
Please present this coupon before ordering.
Limit one coupon per customer
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Egg I?Iant Dinner with Salad & Garhc Bread
~
Save 70c. R·eg. $2.95•$2.25
Spaghetti with 1 meatball with Salad &
~~
Garlic Bread. Save 40c.
!'2
Reg. $2.25-$1.85
~ Fatso No.1 with Super Fries & medium drink.
~
Save SOc. Reg. $2.50-$2.00
Large SUB (Spiced Ham, Baloney & Pepper Cheese)
Small Fries & Small Drink. Save 50c.
Reg. $2.25·$1.75
Meatball SUB with Super Fries & medium drink
Save 50c Reg. $2.75•$2.25
Lasagna Dinner with Salad & Garlic Bread
Save 70c. Reg. $2.29-$2.25
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Several fragments of the sponge,
including a piece of a "holdfast"
gripper that clamped the barrels,
were scraped off the submarine's
claw and. will be studies, Dyer said.
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2206 Central SE
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No Place Like Home
For U.S. Prisoners
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Schedule
Foul-Up

Editori•l
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MEXICO CITY (UP!)
prisoners in Mexico said
Sunday they were overjoyed at the
of coming home for
prospect
Christmas, even if they have to
spend it in jail.
"It will be my fourth Christmas
in jail but I'm glad to be going
back," said Jay Turner, of Palo
Alto, Calif., who is serving time for
drug smuggling at Santa Marta
Acatitla Prison.
"We're overjoyed to be leaving
this place. The last days are going
to be the hardest," said Robert A.
Fisher, 43, of Omaha, Neb., who
has served more than three years of
a
sentence
for
smuggling
marijuana.
Turner and Fisher were two of
about 240 Americans jailed in
Mexico who will get to serve the
remainder of their sentenceS" in U.S,
jails under the terms of the
Mexican-American prisoner exchange treaty signed into law by
President Carter Friday.
Another 335 Americans suffering
in the poor conditions of Mexican
jails will not be so lucky this
Christmas, either because they have
appeals pending in Mexican courts
or because they are still awaiting
sentencing.
"Most of us would prefer to be in
the U.S, under al)y circumstances,"
said Fisher.
Am~rican

By Any Other· Name

~

Editor:
Either your typesetter flunked
typesetting 101, or whoever is in
charge of the final examination
schedule was asleep when it was
printed. I have a class on Tuesdays
and Thursdays at 2 p.m. and I will
be damned if I'll take two finals for
the sa me class. I know that the
University is in the process of
raising the academic standards, but
this is really absurd. C'mon get with
it whoever you are.
Stephen A. Dobyns
(EDITORS NOTE: The correct time
of your Tu-Th exam is Dec. 13 from
10:30- 12:30. We printed what the
registrar's office gave us so we
guess they ought to "get with it."
By the way, is there a typesetting
101?)

z

We knew the day was coming, but somehow we didn't expect it to
'<i get here quite so fast.
gp The day of outright discrimination against white males has finally
il< arrived.
New Mexico Public Interest Research Group (NMPIRG) has an·
nounced the approval of an affirmative action hiring policy that really
takes the cake.
THE GOAL NMPIRG is to have a staff composed of 40 per cent
women and 40 per cent minorities by Oct. 15, 1978, What does that
leave for good old white males? Twenty per cent.
NMPIRG's figures can be misleading says Director Elizabeth
Remage-Healey because there are only five full time and two part time
positions to fill, And a Black woman can be counted as two in reaching
the goal, says Remage-Healey,
Big deall
THIS IS OUTRIGHT discrimination and stupidity in its most basic
form.
If 10 well-qualifed, intelligent males apply for NMPIRG positions and
seven less-qualified women or minorities apply for the same position, is
NMPIRG going to give the nod to less qualifed applicants? NMPIRG
spends $2 of student activity fees and we feel it has the duty to hire the
most qualifed applicants, not the applicants who are women or

DOONESBURY

minorities,

NMPIRG's affirmative action policy merely perpetuates the system it
is designed to'abollsh. That system rewards people because of ancestry
and sex, not talent.
·
Persons should be rewarded according to abilities, not racial
backgrounds of sexual status.
Affirmative action, quotas, goals. By any other name, it's still
discrimination.
.
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Vets'·Letter
Misses
by Rolando Benavidez
President UNM Veterans
The UNM Student Veteran Association takes exception to the
derogatory and erroneous Jetter that somehow found its way into the
LOBO on Veterans Day. Occasionally opinions in oposition to a positive
program surface that do nothing to discredit the program, but only
serve to reveal the (self-serving) arguments of those in opposition.
Such is the case with the opinion by Meranda David on Oct. 24, "Vets
Get Benefits".
Several assertions presented as facts are, in reality, not true. The
following is an example, "Vets now get education benefits which tend
to be more easily come by.... and more substantial than those of nonvets.'' Testimony before a U.S, Senate sub committee of the Veterans
Affairs Committee, revealed that not only do G. I. Bill veterans receive
Jess money than many welfare recipients; they must also spend 50-60
per cent of it on direct education expenses. A little personal investigation on David's part by talking with any of the 2,100 veterans on
campus would undue her notion that VA benefits are, "easy to come
by", and hassle free.
As for the assertion that vets preference in job hiring is in some way
discriminatory, David showed a ~omplete lack of knowledge and understanding as to what veterans preference is. For a veteran to take
advantage of this preference he must be rated and qUalified for the Civil
Service job. At this point the final decision on whom gets the job
becomes that of the supervisor. This preference system which has been
with us for more than 20 years is used to help veterans who were forced
during a national emergency to leave the civilian job market for the
purpose of serving his or her country in time of need. At the present
time veterans in the age group 20-25 experience double the unemployment rate of non-veterans of the same age group. Such a policy
responsibly recognizes both the special problems of veterans and the
need to promote an important aspect of our nation's welfare.
David cites some one-sided opinions from a civil service personnel
management project. However, employers from the private sector
disagree with these citings. It has been found that 82 per cent of all
employers agree that veterans are more mature and better qualified for
most jobs. Seventy-nine per cent agree that training learned in the
service made veterans more qualified than non-veterans, 88 per. cent of
all employers in the private sector say they are interested in hiring
returning veterans.
If David feels she is being hindered in pursuit of a job by veterans
preference in hiring, she certainly has the option of joining the military
and becoming eligible for such preference. Fortunately she has this
option, the majority of Vietnam veterans were forced to become eligible
for i;Jeneffts by being drafte.d.

LOBO editorial phone 277·5858
LOBO Editorial Staff:
Edltor·ln-chlef: Tim Gallagher
Managing Editor. Rebekah Szymanski

News Editor: Dolores Wood
Asst. News Editor: D.M. Flynn
Photo Editor: Wendell T. Hunt
Sports Editor; Peter Madrid
Arts Editor: George Gesner
Copy Editor;: Koren Walftton
Ad Manager! Frank Salazar
EDITORIALS: Unsigned editorials rep"'esent a majority opinion of the LOBO editorial
board, All other columns, cartoons, and letters represent the oplnlon of the author and do
not necessarily reflect the view of the editorial board.
tETTERS: Letters to the editor must be typed, and signed with the author's name,
Signature, address, and telephone number, Letters Ia the editor should be no longer than
300 words althOUgh exceptions will be made If the tol>iC warrants so. Only the name of the
author will be printed an'd names will not be withheld.
OPINIONS~ Opinions must by typed and signed with the author's name, signature, ad·
dress and telephone rium ber. Opinions should be no [anger I han 500 words. Only the name
of aUthorwiH be printed and names will not be wllhheld.
A11 submissions become the property of the New Mexico Dally LOBO ~nd Will be edited
only for length at possibly libelous content. If any changes are made, the author will be con·
tacted to discuss changes.
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"We've been physically and
mentally tortured and subjected to
ai)use we never would have been
subjected to in the U.S. At least in a
U.S. prison there is medical and
dental attention, food and
clothing," he said.
"We're all happy to be going
home.·We're going to go down in
history," said David C. Alsop, 32,
of Fort Lauderdale, Fla., who has
served six months of an 11 1/2-year
sentence for smuggling marijuana.
Bitter but no less elated was Les
Fleishman, 35, of Los Angeles, who
has served more than three years of
a sentence for smuggling cocaine.

The
Personal Development group
meets Tuesdays from 2 to 3:30 p.m. In the
Women's Center. Call Landra at 277·3716 for In·
formation.
The Residents Hall Student Assoc. will hold
endorsement hearings Monday1 Oct. 31 In the
Upper LOunge of Hokona Hall. All candidates
fortheASUNM Senate are Invited.
The Office of Research and Consumer Affairs
will meet Thurs. Nov. 3 at 2 p.m. in Am. 251 of
the SUB. All Interested students are Invited.
The Social Work program at the University of
Albuquerque In conjunction with the Collage of
Santa Fe is now accepting applications for
spring semester. For more Information call Don
Chavez at 631-1111.
There will be a meeting of the ASUNM Lobby
Conimlttee on Wed. Nov. 2 lit 3:30 p.m. at the
Kappa Kappa Gamma Rays House, 1620 Mesa
VIsta NE.

(.._____. _.._O_b_s_e_rv_a_t_or_-=-y-~)
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conflnued from page one

Out of Touch
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Editor:
J.S. McBride's letter in the Oct. 20 issue of the LO'Bo which urged
against the decriminalization of marijunana is probably· sincere but
somewhat out of touch with the times. One has to seriously wonder if
J.S. McBride considered the following:
·- In 1975 in Albuquerque approximately $617,000 was spent in tax
dollars prosecuting individuals who were arrested with one ounce or
less of marijunana. A definite waste of money and manpower.
--More than 4 million has been spent since 1972,in Albuquerque to
enforce the current marijuana Jaws. Again, a waste of money and
manpower.
-·The decriminalization of marijuana is supported by New Mexico
Att. Gen. Toney Anaya, the New Mexico Young Democrats, the
Bernalillo County of Bar Commissioners, the New ·Mexico Young
Lawyer Section of the New Mexico bar, and a number of other individuals and groups.
The decriminalization of marijuana has been endorsed by such in·
dividuals and organizations as the American Bar Association, American
Public Health Association, National Association for Mental Health,
Central Conference of American Rabbis, National Education
Association, National Council of Churches. Barry Goldwater, James
Eastland, Jacob Javits, Alan Cranston, Edward Brooke, Gaylord
Nelson, Chuck Percy and Philip Hart.
--The decriminalization of marijuana has been endorsed editorially by
such people as William F. Buckley, Jr., Ann Landers and Art Linkletter.
In closing the decriminalization of marijuana is going to occur
whether or not someone like J.S. Me Bride approves of it.
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George M. Coston

PIRG's Goals
Editor:
I was disappointed to see the Oct. 26 headline regarding NMPIRG's
Affirmative Action policy. Our policy clearly states that we seek to fulfill
goals, not quotas, in the hiring of minorities arid women, who are
' ·
otherwise qualified for positions with NMPIRG.f
"Quota" is a misnomer, used for sensationalism by people who
oppose affirmative action. I trust its use by the LOBO was accidental,
not a reflection of·editorial opposition to affirmative action.
For your future reference, the term "quota" is also illegal. According
to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title IX of the Education Act
of 1972 and Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act, quotas may never be
used in affirmative action policies.
Elizabeth Remage-Healey
Director NMPIRG
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Webster defines quota as, ".a share or
proportion which each of a number is called upon to contribute, or
which is assigned to each; proportional share.'' We feel your plan fits
this definition.)

by Garry Trudeau
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Kleinhenz. Mayor-elect David Rusk, says Mallory, has expressed.
interest in such meetings. The first meeting, not yet scheduled, will
concern economic development.
To give the objectives of the AUO more visibility, Mallory and her
staff have been working on the publication of a bulletin to be
distributed among faculty members. Through the bulletin, says
Mallory, the AUO hopes to assess research interests and eventually
establish a resouce file that would list people interested in a certain
area of research.
Although the observatory was formed eight years ago, it wasn't
u,ntil recently that its .staff has been able to start a major drive to bring
UNM and the city closer together. "For the past couple of years we've
been preoccupied with survival," explains Mallory.
In 1973, the observatory lost its funding. "Government officials
said they (urban observatories) were a successful experiment," said
Mallory. "Apparently they were never intended to be more than just
·
an experiment.
"The government was uncomfortable with social science research,
or maybe even science in general. We were told that year that observatories ought to be able to get local funding."
Mallory said basic support money now comes from the city and
Albuquerque Public Schools. UNM provides the office space and
reduced overhead rates. The county did not provide money this year.
"Other money comes from contracts with agencies of the city, and
occasionally with the schools, •' Mallory said.
But still, a small staff and modest basic funding held back the AUO
in its efforts to bring the city and UNM together. "The staff is a little
larger now than it was before," said Mallory. "Thanks to CETA,
we've been provided with some people.''
The observatory has two part-time employes and three full time
employes in addition to Mallory and an administ~ative .assistant.
Other people work with the observatory only on certam projects or as
consultants.
"Past directors, Art Blumenfeld and Jim Jaramillo, did an enormous amount to increase the capabilities and develop the youthfullness of the observatory," said Mallory. "They brought the AUO
through its early stages by developing the basic capabilities and staff,
.
along with opening up communications with l?c~l govern~en~.
Among the many projects the observatory IS mvolved 111 this year IS
a series of training sessions for city department heads and budget
analysts to familiarize them with a budgeting system the observatory
helped to formulate last year. .
.
. .
The observatory will also be mvolved With an opmwn survey for the
city collecting data for a task force studying the parking problem in
the UNM area, a demographic profile of the city and a management
study for the mayor's office for senior ci!izens; .
.
A key part of helping the AUO meet Its obJectives, says Mallor», IS
increasing the awareness of the value of applied research. ''There may
be some bias against applied research," said Ml!llory. "You can't
have as much control over an experiment like you can in pure
research," she added.
"Applied research can be respectable," she continued. "If done
well, it can be just as acceptable for scholarly publications as nonapplied research." ,
.
. .
..
One problem in stimulating UNM-citY cooperation IS ,the, d1ffere?t
way city officials and University per~onnel spend their ~1me, said
Mallory, "City officials have to act qUickly and need, help nght awa~,
In the position they're in, it's hard to be contemplative about what IS
down the road.
.
"On the other hand University people are more reflective, con·
templative, and work' on a clearly del!ne~te~ time schedule: a
semester .. The difference in time makes 1t dJffl,~ult to get the two
.
.
together. It's not an unsolvable pr?blem, but real., $
Some City officials may still chng to the old VIeW that people at a
university live in an "ivory tower", a view Mallory hopes t? change.
"What is to be gained is so worthwhile," she said, "that It's worth
trying to get through the problems."
·
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·-Bawdy Friedman As Kinky As They Come
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By ROBERT SPIEGEL
Though Kinky Friedman and the
Texas Jew Boys stepped on the
stage arthe Golden Inn an hour and
a half late last Saturday night, the
show they gave made it easy to
forgive them. The Texas Jew Boys
were absolutely superb as they
backed Fridman's strange songs
filled with kinky humor.
· The first set was a mere half
hour, but the second set was well
over an hour and a half. Though
many of the 250 persons left before
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War: With the World
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By BR!A.N MATTHEWS and
:E (1EOR(;E GESNER
;;=
War is excited about their new
album Galaxy and their new
,a collaboration with MCA Records
"' and Harold Brown sang all about it
backstage while Lonnie Jordan
played the keys,
Brown, the drummer took a
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break from his song to tell us how
they carne up with the album's title.
"We're sitting in the studio and I
said 'Take me to your place in
space' and everyone just started
writing all the lyrics, and we found
out we had a song right there, and
that kicked it off."
In talking about War's past,
Brown said, "We,used to always be
a back-up group for every body, so
we just religated ourselves into a
role as a back-up group and we
played all the music we could for
then ·- and it gave us a whole
knowledge, a span of music. We try
our darndcst, We're not number
one or number two, but we always
seem to stay in the race."
War has two members in the
band with brand new solo albums
waiting for a record company to
pick them up. The artists are

precussionist Papa Dee Allen and
Lee Oskar.
Talking ~;~bout his LP, Papa D.
said it's a concept album. "It's
about a man and a whole bunch of
kids. He goes out to the desert and
every year he has all these people
come out for a day and they just
share their knowledge, learn about
1i fe." When asked if this was a true
type of thing he said, "I'd like for it
to be, I'd like to have a thing that's
completely free. Anybody that
wants to come; to real cultural'
exchange in the largest classroom in
the world."
Lee Osknr
Ho.rold Brown
Oskar, harmonica virtuoso, says,
"It' ,one of the best albums I've categori~ed. "Categories have dividual in the group is unique, is
ever done and I'm proud of it."
nothing to do with me. It's the that everything we dcr is from a Very
Oskar is one man not to be musicianship that counts. What . natural place. We play what we
makes War unique, as any in- feel. I'm too far in it, now."
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The Queen's Jubilee
By JANE QUESNEL
Just as Queen Elizabeth of England was invited to help celebrate
· America's 200th year of independence, the American people have been
invited to join her in the celebration of her Silver Jubilee. It is in honor of
the 25th Anniversary of the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II, that the
Grenadier and Scots Guards will be performing in the University Arena
·
November 3.

••
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Monday, Oct. 31 at 8:OOpm in Room 253 of the ~
SUB, The members of the Speakers Committee ~
will all come out for Halloween . .. AND for
;:1
the next regulm· meeting of the Committee!
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... and on Tuesday, Nov. 15 the
Speakers Committee will join with
Four ~tar News to present

~

Dr. N. Scott Momaday

¥,

-educator
-poet
-essayist
Pulitzer Prize winning author

at 8: 00 pm in Woodward Hall
Tickets are on sale now at
all Ticketmaster locations
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OrrTuesday, Nov. 29 the
Speakers Committee will present
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Susan Groag Bell
and the topic: Women and Work,
From Evolution to Revolution

at 8:00pm in Woodward Hall
-
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Pnpn Dee Allen

Of the seven regiments charged with the personal protection of the
Sovereign, the Band of the Grenadier Guards is the oldest, while the Scots
Guards, established in 1642 is the third oldest. They will perform all the
pageantry associated with the Changing of the Guard at Buckingham
Palace, as well as presenting traditional Highland dancing forms.
American square dancing evolved from the Highland Reel and other
forms of Scottish folk dancing, and the Scots Guards will demonstrate not
only the Reel, but the Highland Fling, and the intricate art of sword
dancing,
Stepping high to the skirl of the pipes, the Grenadier Guards in their
bearskin caps will join the kilt-clad Scots in extending hands across the
waters to England's spawned progeny.

From Georgia With Love
By JANE QUESNEL
Resplendent in a dazzling array
of colorful costume changes, the
Georgian Dancers and the Tbilisi
Polyphonic Choir brought a
standing-room-only audience to its
feet in Popejoy Hall, Saturday
night.
With the entire. company
assembled to· open and close the
program, the individual numbers
were divided between the choir and
the dancers. The dance numbers
were accompanied by accordions
and drums, while the Tbilisi Choir
sang a capella.
Hailing from Tbilisi, one of the
largest cities in Georgia, Russia, the

choir is all male, following in the organ points held beneath solo lines
tradition of most Georgian were beautifully executed, and with
polyphonic folk music. Dressed in the use of perfectly timed staggerred tunics over black for the first breathing, a break was never heard.
While some dancers were
half, and blue tunics over white for
the second half,· the choir sang women, the dancing was principly
work songs, peasant songs, mar- male dominated. Arrayed in
ching songs, and a pagan Georgian spectacular color combinations, the
folk song more than 2,000 years · women wove in and out of lines,
old.
performed simple round dances,
An exciting moment was the and most importantly, appeared to
performance of the "Chakrulo," "float" as they moved. They
meaning "Unity." Tenors sang the displayed incredible skill at this
Krimanchuli, a type of yodel, effect, and with their feet invisible
performed in falsetto. Resembling beneath floor length gowns, no
the Tyrolean yodel, it is for more vertical notion of the body could be
elaborate and embellished, and seen as they seemed to glide, or
proauces a chilling, haunting ef- float, through their dance patterns.
feet.
Most amazing, however, were the
Overall the choir displayed great occasional numbers where the men
virtuosity in the widest range of danced "en pointe." This is a ballet
COPIFS3%c
dynamics possible. On occasion the position in which the body is
Overnight
audience even had to strain forward balanced on. the extreme tip of the
to hear the choir when it sang toe, used by ballerinas wearing
·
softly. Rapid songs with difficult point shoes.
No Minimum
repeated syllables, or vocal rhythms
The most exciting numbers
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515
imitating drums, were sung with the closed the first and second halves of
most flawless enunciation. Lengthy the program. The "Parikoaba,"
-#;!;!!;!;!;!;!;~~~~~~~~;;;;::;~~D= the last dance before intermission,
PREPARE FOR:
1 is a folk war dance. Members of the
39trh ;UJ·'
troupe clanged swords and shields
j Veor
together in a breathtaking display
of dance viruosity combined with
swordsmanship. Sparks flew from
the meeting of the blades, as the
'
.
men whirled endlessly aroung the
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st~~~ finale, ·•salkhino," was like

a

competition, as individual
members of the troupe tried to
outdo each other. The entire
evening of dance was recapped in
feat after feat of gymnastic dancing. The audience groaned as one
dance.r leaped high in the air,
touched his heels to the back of his
head, and landed on his kees several
times in succession. Several dancers
appeared "enpointe" again, in a
final tribute to the tremendous
strength and endurance of these
men, the only ones in .the world to
dance in this fashion. ·

Gnmble Rogers

"Gamble Rogers" 1Mountain
Railraod RecordsMR 52770
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
Gamble Rogers is a good singer,
excellent guitarist and a master
story teller in the tradition of Mark
Twain and Will Rogers. This is his
first album since he left the
Serendipity Singers, and though the
album contains flaws, overall it is a
side-ranging album of both folk
music and beautifully told tales
Unfortunately, the four st~ries
here have no responsive audience.
If they had been recorded in a club
they would probably take on more
like, but without audience reaction
the tales just don't carry enou h
power.
g
The songs are good, especially
the ones written by Rogers himself
but his cover of Billy Joe Shaver'~
'"Hanky Tonk Heros" falls flat
'th W 1 J
. ,
compare.d WI
ay on enmng s
verswn.
.
Howe;er, , ~IS cover o~ John
Stewarts.
July, You re A
Woman" IS much fuller and more
interesting than Stewart's version .
Rogers' vocals are weak on some of
the songs, but his guitar work is
always excellent. On the whole, it's
a good first album from.one of the
keepers of America's folbradition.

In Chambers
By JANE QUESNEL
The Chamber Orchestra· of
Albuquerque, under the leadership
of conductor David Oberg, will
open its second fall season this
Friday, Nov. 4, at 8:15p.m. in the
First United Methodist Church,
Fourth and Lead SW.
A local group rapidly becoming
popular, the COA is composed of
area musicians, many of whpm are
UNM students.
Recorder soloist John Truitt will
guest in a performance of Guiseppe
Sammartini's "Recorder Concerto
1n F." Also on the program will be
"Hymn and Fuguing Tune No. 2"
by Henry Cowell, the "Fugue"
from Charles Ives' Fourth Symphony, and Symphony No. 6 in D,
"Le Matin," by Joseph Haydn.
This season debut promises to be
an enjoyable evening, with performances of some little known and
rarely heard works. General admission is $3, while students receive
a dollar discount, with tickets
available at all Ticket Master
outlets.

"Two Toronto Photographers"
opens Wednesday at the A.S.A,
Gallery featuring the works of
Robert Gooblar and Philip
Bergerson. The show runs through
Nov. 18.
Robert Gooblar and Philip
Bergerson are both members of the
photography faculty at Ryerson
Polytechnical Institute in Toronto,
Canada .. While they share a
wor~ing _environment, their work
·has little m common.
.
Goobla.r, who completed h1s
M.F.A. m photography at !he
Rhode Island School of Des1gn,
works along the !in;:s o~ "straight"
photograp?~· He u~es h1s came.ra as
a t?ol of v1s1on. Th1s use leads m an
unmterr!lpted. proc~ss to a black
an_d. wh1t7 prmt wh1ch reflects t~e
?ngmal v1s10n. The photogra?her s
l'!lages ~re se~uence~ accordmg to
h~s poetlc log1c formmg a coh~rent
VIsual statement based on v1sual
langu_age.
Each photograph
contnbutes to the . overall
statement, rather than servmg as an
end in itself.
Bergerson's approach to the
image is radically different from
Gooblar's. He is .concerned with

ffime. Tung
By JANE QUESNEL
A rare treat is in store for those
who plan to attend the Scholarship
Benej'jt Recital Nov. 4 . Concert
pianist Mimi Tung will present a
full program of music ranging from
Mozart to Prokofiev, in Keller Hall
at 8:15p.m .
Presently
residing
in
Albuquerque, Tung began her
musical career at the age of 6, in her
native Hong Kong. The first school
girl to perform with the Hong Kong
Philharmonic at the age of 16,
Tung consequently received full
scholarships to Mills College and
the J ulliard School of Music.
Having earned both a bachelor and
a masters degree in piano, Mimi
Tung has since led a fulfilling career·
as soloist and instructor.
Tung has been on the piano
faculty of the Cleveland Music
Institute, the University of
California at San Diego, and the St.
Louis Institute of Music. Her many
appearances include performances
with the St. Louis Symphony, the
Boston Pops, and the San Francisco Symphony.
Mimi Tung will be be performing
Mozart's ''Sonata in E-flat,
K.282," Schumann's "Carnaval,"
and Prokofiev's "Sonata No. 6 in
A, op. 82."
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making individual objects whose
starting point is the photograph
itself. He chooses pictures from his
childhood, found snapshots, or his
own camera images and prints them
. onto transparent film. He can then
paint on the picture or introduce
variations in the background
material to achieve what is called a
''manipulated'' image. These
images play on alterations of the
supposedly .veristic, yet fictional
subject matter. Bergerson makes
reference to the hisorical as well as
the contemporary psychological
overtones of the . photographic
portrait.

On the song "Waitress, Please,
Waitress, Come Sit On My Face,"
three women danced on the stage
holding waitress trays. Halfway
through the song the lead guitarist
laid on the floor while two of the
woman mockingly squatted over his
face. Needless to say, Friedman and
co. are willing to stop at very litte
during their bawdy show.

INSTITUTE

The Texas Jew Boys, which
includes the infamous Van Dyke
Parks, were simply amazing.
Though the group has only been
together for a few months, the
members played with a tightness
usually only heard from groups that
have been together for years. In
.fact, the highlight of the night was
bass player, Dave Dawson's version

of "StagerJce." Though the song is
an ancient classic, I've nevm· heard
it performed with such power.
When Friedman came back on with
his "Ass hole From El Paso," he
was suprisingly anti-climactic.
The opening group, Dave Ain't
Here, played the long hours of
waiting for Friedman. Over the
summer Dave Ain't Here have
developed into a fine progressive
country band, and the group's solid
picking, singing and comical stage
presence kept the impatience down
to an acceptable level. Overall, it
was a long, seven-hour night of
rowdy, foot-stomping music that
was hardly tedious.
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(Editor's Note: Be tuned in for an
interview with Kinky Friedman and
a Bandstand interview with Dave
Ain't Here.)

OPTICAL
Ophthalmic Optician
One Day Service Possible

French Art
The Museum ot Albuquerque
presents "The French Connection.
Selected
French
Art
in
Albuqueruqe"
November 6
through December 5. The Museum
is located at the Sunport on Yale
Blvd. SE.
"The French Connection"
features the work of 28 French
artists including Matisse, Chagall,
Toulouse-Lautrec, Roualt, Fantin
Latuor,
Rousseau,
Dupre,
Daumier, and Manet. The38 pieces
on lean from nine private collectors
and the Fine Arts Museum at UNM
i~clude
paintin~s,
et.chings,
•hthographs, drawmgs, hnoleum
blocks and _bookplates .
A recephon on Sunday! ~?v. 6 at
2 p.m. opens the exh1b1hon. A
lecture ~bou~ French art by Garo

Quality Eyewear
1410-A Wyoming Blvd. NE
(Wyoming and Constitution)

Phone: 296-6757
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:30 to 5:30
Sat. 10:00 to 1:00
•. t

Faculty • Staff • Student Discounts
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tnlDght
offVie · .
.VMvvg dead'
6

On VideoTape
10-3pm Dail,y Oct 3-Nov. 4

I

You can iearn Spanish
or French or ... Call:

COPIES
Overnight
3%cea
KINKO'S

he would be totally offensive.

Toronto Photo Show ·

Serendipity

2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

the start of the second show, those
who stayed obviously enjoyed the
wild, Friedman spirits .
Nothing is sacred to Friedman's
bizarre sense of humor. Dressed in
a silk coal covered with crosses and
drawings of Jesus, Friedman
displayed his craziness on such
songs as ''They Aren't Making
Jews Like Jesus Anymore," and
"High On Jesus," a song about
someone who has traded conventional drugs for religion. If
Friedman wasn't so damn funny

In meso Lounge in the N.E.
Corner of the SUB across from Prontos

FREE

michael Anthon,y

FREE

And His magic Circus
Featuring Punch & Judy

12:00 On The mall ffion. Oct. 31

304C San Pablo SE
266-1600
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Miners Win Meet·
Course Record Falls
'

Jones, Defense Sparkle

By ED JOHNSON
J,«?BO Sports Writer
The
kings of cross country,
I. 11ed up t11en· . crowns saturday
po1s
with a 16-46 victory over the Lobos
on the North Golf Course. New
Mexico State picked up 79 points.
The Miners of Texas- El Paso
seemed ready to capture their third
consecutive NCAA championship,
as they grabbed the first four places
as well as six of the top seven
finishes enroute to their win.
The lop five runners, including
UNM's Harrison Koroso, beat the
course record time of 28:40 set
earlier this year by Koroso.
James Munyala was the first
runner to cross the finish line and
did so with a 28:14 time.
Koroso finished highest for
UNM with a fifth place finish and a

Lobo Team EfforfDowns Aggies
The Lobo defense held NMSU
inside its own 50 on its next two
possessions, and on UNM's third
offensive drive, which was halted
on the State eight, Haynes connnected on a 25-yard field goal to up
the 'Packs margin to 10-0.
The first quarter ended as Del
Norte graduate Skip Vernon booted
a 52-yard field for the host Aggies
putting the score at I 0-3.
The second quarter was all UNM
and all Jones as the Lobos scored
19 unanswered points.
A 20-yard pass from Jones to
tight end Walt Arnold brought the
ball to the State 21 and four plays
later from the three-yard line, Jones
went up the middle to score. The
PAT failed and UNM held a 16-3
lead.
On State's next offensive drive,
Horacek was racked by Lobo
linebacker Bob Shupryt and
On UNM's first possession, coughed off the ball. UNM
Jones tossed a pass to full back recovered and again drove in for
Mike Williams that fell im- the score as Haynes booted another ,,
... '-.complete.
Then
with
only
16
SUNGLASS HD'QTS
, · ' '"f,;
seconds elapsed in the opening
Prescription lenses make
.-:"
period, senior tailback Don Barnes 19-3
~c ~j":. ;> ,...;~ ';~"· "!";
·from. your o.ld glasses.
lugged the ball in from 25 yards to
The defense again held and the
'i:. , , ·,'
Casey Optical Co.
put the Lobos on top. Jim Haynes 'Pack offense again got the ball in
( Nt•:r:l dvor w CtLI'l'!f iff•:c•Jif Drug}
made good on the conversion and great field position. Aided by a face
Lomas at Washington 255-6329
UNM led 7-0.
mask penalty and a 37-yard pass
from Jones to Williams, UNM F.:,c;,;:;,,:_;;;;.:;;,.,~:;;,:.r,:;,
IIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~ scored
again.
LOBO photos by Wsnde/1 T, Hunt
Williams bulled over from the
Safety Max Hudspeth (16) breaks up an Aggie pass inone and Haynes again converted to
tended for Aggie wide rooiever Stanley Sam (10) as UNM
put the Lobos further ahead 26-3.
teammate Tim Wascott (27) looks on.
The Lobos added another field
goal before the half ended to sit on a fourth and 17 play to end the pressive.
The defense played to its
a comforatable lead before State's scoring for UNM.
State added a field gaol by potential and showed it has indeed
fans who looked on in disbelief to
=
=
Vernon
and a touchdown by tliird matured since the operiing'garnes'Of1
'seeiheir
team'so
far
behind.
=
=
=
=
string
quarterback
David Spriggs.
the season.
On
the
third
play
of
the
third
=
=
=
= stanza, Jones was taken out of the Although Williams did not go
The Lobos return home next
over 100 yards Saturday, his all out Saturday· night as they play host
game
with
a
recurring
injury
to
his
=
=
= right arm. Noel Mazzone came in performance was 100 per cent. Western Athletic Conference foe
the game and tossed a touchdown Jones' brief (two quarters) of- Texas-El Paso. NMSU tangles with
West Texas State next weekend.
strike to tight end Chris Combs on fensive leader;;hrp
performance with his key hits,
safety blitzes and fine p1mt
returning.
The Lobo front line all but
stopped the Aggie offense sacking
the quarterback several times and
holding State's running backs to
minimal gains.
All the Aggies could manage off
the stingy Lobo defense was two
field goals, one extra point and one
touchdown late in the game when
the record crowd had dwindled to
Lobo fans and the Aggie band and
cheerleaders.
The Lobos began their scoring
spree after a fumbled handoff from
Ag quarterback Rick Horacek to
running back Anton Niles on the
UNM 25. Lobo right end Charles
Baker pounced on the loose ball
giving UNM its first opportunity to
score.

By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor
LAS CRUCES- It was the right
winning combination the UNM
football team needed Saturday
afternoon at Memorial Stadium to
defeat rival New Mexico State 3513,
The Lobo defense forced six
Aggie turnovers, three fumbles and
three interceptions, and the offense
capitalized on them to 'put quick
points on the board.
When it wasn't the young defense
giving the offense good field
position, it was quarterback C. J.
Jones marching the 'Pack offense
down the field.
Jones put on a superb' performance before the homecoming
crowd, the largest ever to watch an
Aggie game, 14,250, as the juniorsignal caller mixed his plays well,
The defense was not without its
heros either as Lobo safety Max
Hudspeth put on a fine defensive

~-:=~:i._;~:'"."'''",:-1
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UNM Students: The Deadline to
=
= Apply for Admission for Spring
1978 is Wednesday, November
30,1977,
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season," Butler said.
Butler has been sick for just
about every meet this year.
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"Hopefully I'll come around for
the next race (the WAC championships), if not, that's life. 1
should be running up there with
Harrison." Butler >aid.

In the other non-WAC game this Texas-El Paso was without an
weekend, the UNM Lobos downed
rival New Mexico State 35-13. opponent this weekend.

ATTENTION
PREMED STUDENTS:
Full Medical School scholarships
available-Tuition,, Fees, plus $400
per month.
Write Navy Medical Programs
Officer, PO Box 8667, Albuquerque, NM
87108, or call 766-2335.

' •••J
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=

=
=
=
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LOBO photo by Phyllis M. Kushner

Spikers Beaten

f

0

,: :·

"real good " had rcaso 1 to
Waquie cut aimost a minute ~ff hi;
·
. tl'
best.· 11me
on
us course wtt· 11 I'
us
30·11 1 k'
· c oc mg. ,
. P~ter Butler dtd not do as.well as
hts !~me fell from 29:24, wh1ch .was
constdercd slow for the sktlled
Canadian, to a 29:55.
"1 think l ran too much this
summer and did not take a break in
between then and the cross co~ntry

WAC Race Tightens

Western Athletic Conference
leaders Brigham Young kept its
Lobo harrier Harrison Koroso leads a pack of runners as
conference
mark unblemished this
three Texas-EI Paso Miners and temmate Sammy Kipkurgat
weekend as it burried the Arizona
follow. The Miners swept the meet.
Wildcats 34-14 in Provo, Utah.
The win puts the Cougars at 4-0
in the WAC and 6-1 overall. The
loss dropped the 'Cats to 1-2 in
league play and 2-5 overall.
The UNM .women's volleyball team hosted its first conference games of
In other WAC games, second
t~e season Fnday and Saturday afternoon and came up empty handed both
place
Arizona State kept its WAC
t1mes.
mark unspotted as the Sundevils
Frid~y af_ternoon at Johnson Gym, the fern spikers lost close matches to
mangled the Utah Utes47-19 in Salt
the Umvers1ty of Utah by scores of 15-11, 15-10 and 15-11.
Lake City, Utah Saturday night.
Volleyball coach Barbara Butler said, "We played real well against
ASU now stands at 3-0 in the
~tah, probably the bes_t all season. Our passing game came along real well
and 6-1 overall.
WAC
m those matches.
In the other key WAC game this
Saturday afternoon's match with Brigham Young was a different story weekend, fourth place Wyoming
as the Cougarettes trounced the spikers 15-7, 15-6 and 15-7.
·
drubbed third place foe Colorado
"Against BYU, " Butler said, "we were just totally overpowered. Their State 29-13 to put both teaq~s at 3-2
smallest player was 5-10."
in the league.
, Butler said, "Basically, in th~ Utah game, our blocking by Billie
The Cowboys were led by junior
Colbourne was great. They (Utah) went to the outside after they saw how Dan Christopulos who booted five
we were playing. We also didn't serve that well and that hurt us."
field goals, including one of 62
. Next weekend the spikers host New Mexico State and Texas-El Paso in vards.
Johnson Gym.

;-
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28:35 clockmg.
~arrison, who lead during the
earher· part of the race ' said ' "!feel
strong. Yea, 1 coulcl beat some of
those guys who finished ahead of
me."
"! was mad at myself for letting
them pass me. But it was a good
race with good competition. I feel
strong," Koroso said.
Lobo Sammy Kipkurgat finished
eighth in 29:26 and echoed Koroso,
saying, "I'm really very strong.
That was a real good race,''
The man from Santa Fe, David
Segura, had recovered enough from
his cold to enable him to finish in a
29:51 time.
"These guys (UTEP) are tough.
My adrenaline was ,up for this
race," Segura said.
Stanley Waquie, who said he felt

~
z
~~·

Men's Traditional SiJodium Ring.

Applications are available in the
College of Fine Arts Avisement Center.
Fine Arts Center, room 1103.

ONLY$59.95
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Regularly $77.00

MONDAY
NIGHT
FOOTBALL

JIRT((IRVED

•

That's when the ArtCorved rE!presentotive will be here to
help you select your custom-mode college jewelry. It's
~lso the day you con charge your ArtCorved college
jewelry on Moster Charge or BonkAmericord.

Lobo fu!lback Mike Williams (40) flies over the goal line to score a 'P.,ack touchdown against
New Moxtco Stat''·

'

relax and
watch the game
on one of
our2 TV's
For every pitcher

of beer purchased
during Monday

nlgh!s football
game, you receive a
ticket good for one
chance to Win a _ , . ,
regulation football I

Game-Time
Special
$150
Big 60 oz.

pitcher
Kick off 'to Final gun

HOFBRAU LOUNGE
Penn. and Menaul 299-9924

GSA
HALLOWEEN PARTY
Monday, October 31
8 : 30 p.m. - 1 : 30 a.m.
Headquarters on Central
Beer 25c Drinks 50c
·

Please bring ID cards
Spouses & Dates Welcome

LOBO
STATS
UNM 3S, NMSU 13
New Mako
NEW Moxlco St.

10:00-4:00

Student Book
Store

10 19 0 6-35
3

0 3 7-13

NM - Barz>es 24 run (Haynes !del<),
NM - FG llaynes 25 ST - FG V""""'
S2 NM-Jones 3 run lpru~s foiled), NMFG Haynes 49,_J'!M- Williams I run
(Ha)'lleJI kick), r<M - FG Haynes 27, ST
- FG Vernon 52, NM - C«nbo 17 pus
from Mazzone (kick failed), ST- SPI'IIIP
2 run (Vernon kick).
A-14,2SO,
First Downs

Rll!hes·ynrds
Passing yards
,Return yards

p.,..,

FwnbJos,Jost
Penaltles·yardo

UNM
13
50-204
122
91

NMSU
18
48-117
173
4

7·12-1

1!>39-3

l.l-140

1].120

2·1

4-2

RING DAY
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Jog-a- Thon ·to Help
Non-Funded Sports

"If you want to get in shape and
.... help the non-revenue sports raise
~ money, enter the UNM Jog-(\~ Than and compete for prizes," said
8 assistant track coach Shane Page.
'>1
The Jog-A-Than, sponsored by
;:E the track team, will include other
~ non-revenue
sports at the
University Stadium on Nov. 5 at II
0 a.m.
~
The purpose of a jog-a-than is to
~ solicit people to pledge a certain
P.. amount of money foi every lap a
jogger runs in one hour, For
example, said Page, if a jogger
would like to be worth $5 per lap,
the jogger gets pledges from his
sponsors, which total $5. If the
person jogs 20 laps during the hour.

z

which is average, he will have made
$100.
Page said there is 11 variety of
prizes for the Jog-A-Thon. "We
are offering a trip to the 1980
Olympics if a person raises $5,000.
Depending upon the amount raised,
the other prizes include a trip to
Hawaii, a Yamaha motorcycle,
stereos, 10-specd bikes and a $25
gift certificate for raising $100."
The jog-a-thon money-rmsmg
scheme was developed last year by
Oregon track coach Bill Dellinger
along with a professional fund·
raising organization known as
T'romo-thon.
Page said that the faculty, band,
boosters, women's sports, and
AFROTC are interested in participating in UNM's Jog-A-Than.
He said that Olympic medalists Jim
Ryun, Billy Miles and Kenyan
Olympic team member Sammy
Kipkurgat are expected to attend as
well as UNM notables, Bud Davis,
Marvin "Swede" Johnson and
Club Director Bill

In Health Sciences

UNM has been awarded $86,028 for the first year of
a new progr~m designe~ to help outstanding minority
students ach1eve careers m the health sciences.
The University is one of twelve undergraduate
schools in the country to be awarded the grants, which
total almost $1 million, from the U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare (HEW). The money
will enable up to 10 students per year at UNM to
prepare for graduate studies in biomedical research
and teaching.
Institutions eligible for the awards are the nation's
four-year undergraduate colleges and universities in
which student enrollments are drawn substantially
from ethnic groups known to be under-represented in
the health sciences. These minorities currently include
American Indians, Blacks, Hawaiians, MexicanAmericans and Puerto Ricans.
Students will be chosen to enter in their junior year
on the basis of academic performance and scientific
interests. Funds from the program will pay tuition
costs and living expenses.
Training will focus on the use of mathematical
models' to solve problems in biology. The curriculum

wiU cover two academic years and one summer, and
will include special courses in mathematics and
computer applications for students majoring in
various fields of the biomedical, natural and
behavioral sciences. Mathematics and computer
science majors likewise will receive training in
biological fields.
.
The training effort at UNM will be directed by Dr.
Richard J, Griego, professor and chairman of the
department of mathematics. Other faculty participants are Dr. David A. Sanchez; professor of
·mathematics; Dr. Fritz W. Taylor, assistant professor
of biology; Dr. Henry C. Harpending, -assistant
professor of anthropology; and Dr. Richard D.
Bourgin, visiting assistant professor of mathem~tics.
. The grants were recently initiated by the Minority
Access to Research Careers (MARC) program of the
Access to Research Careers (MARC) program of the
N<!tional Institute of General Medical Sciences. The
Institute is a component of both the National
Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, and of
HEW.
.
The award to UNM has an initial support period of
· five years.

Grant. Enables SACNAS
To Hold Nat.ional Meet

'

A grant for $20,050 has been
awarded to the Society for
Advancement of Chicanos and
Native Americans in Science
(SACNAS) for a national conference next February.
The proposal for the grant states
that the purpose of the conference
is to consid~r "the status and issues
pertaininl! to the participation of·

Chicanos-and Nati~e Am-ericans in
the sciences." The authors of the
proposal are Dr. Richard J. Griego,
chairman of the mathematics
department at UNM and Dr.
Miguel Rios Jr., secretary-treasurer
for SACNAS and systems analyst
for Sandia Corporation.
Workshops at the conference will
deal with such topics as:

--Growth of the representation of
Chicanos and Native Americans in
science: Relative versus absolute
progress:
--The Bakke decision and its
implications for affirmative action
and recruitment programs in
academia and industry;
--The status of and the prospects
for the establishment of resource
centers for science and engineering
to be funded by the National
Science Foundation;

Ford Co. Attempts
Blacklist Removal

•

#nt~ of ~caado4
f!f11wto:raftl"l/ 6y $olzn A4anffo
with
ffU~Auwo6J-t !J!a6 &f u416e«jue4~

Egypt will have a 40 per cent
KUWAIT (UPI) - The Ford
majority
interest in the new ven~Motor Co., attempting to get itself
ture,
Ford
30 per cent and Egyp1' removed from the Arab blacklist
tians
and
other
Arabs will be infor trading with Israel, received a
vited
to
subscribe
for the remaining
rebuff Sunday from an Arab league
30
per
cent
of
shares.
boycott spokesman.
Ford is the second blacklisted
Ford, which signed a $30 million
American
company to attempt a
joint venture agreement with Egypt
return
to
Arab markets by confor a plant to assemble trucks and
cluding
a
deal
with Egypt.
diesel engines, has· not been
Last
month,
the Coca-Cola co.,
removed from the boycott list,
$50
million
agreement with
signed
a
according to the spokesman.
an
Egyptian
group
for
cultivating a
"The Ford Company and all
15,000
acre
citrus
orchard
in an arid
its subsidiaries remain on the
region
northeast
of
Cairo.
balcklist," he said. "The company
has not been lifted from the
blacklist.''
He did not say whether the
boycott office, which has
headquarters in Cairo, had any
INSTITUTE, W.VA. (UPI)
plans to remove the company from
In
Saudi Arabia, many drivers
the list - a requirement for doing
don't bother taking road tests
business in Arab league countrie~.
Ford and Egypt Saturday signed before getting behind the wheel, a
an agreement in Cairo calling for custom that sometimes makes it
construction of a plant that would tough cin policemen.
In an effort to better equip them
produce abqut 100,000 diesel
engines annually and an un- to handle numerous traffic
disclosed number of medium-size problems; the Saudi government
trucks for the domestic market and has sent 43 rookie policemen to
Northwestern University's Traffic
for export.
Institute
for an IS-month training
Dr. Abdel Monein AI-Kaissouny,
Egyptian vice premier for economic course.
As Part of the program, 12 Saudi
affairs, said the project would
provide jobs for 17,000 workers cadets are spending two weeks at
and would pe expanded to involve the West Virginia State Police
Academy.
investments worth $150 million.

--Appropriate technology and its
relevance to the Chicano and
Native American oonulations.
--Presentations by representatives of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric
Administration
(NOAA) and other federal agencies
and foundations regarding the
improvement of the status of
minorities in the sciences.
Funds for the conference were
awarded by NOAA. The con"
ference will be held Feb. 24 and 25
in Boulder, Colo.

In Traffic Control

What Is A College Inn?
A privately owned, off campus
residence facility with :
* excellent food, no limit
* carpeted and air-conditioned rooms
* all with private or semi-private baths
* recreation rooms, study lounges
* weekly maid service in your room
* swimming pool, free parking
* apartment style privacy and rules
* well maintained, prompt service
* recently renovated and refurnished

* Good security, Social programs
\

Come by and look us over!
Make your spring term
reservations or move inNow

The

College
IUD

303 Ash (2 blocks from campus) 243-2881
·1

Classifieds

Grant Aids Minorities

U.S.

T~ains

Now entering its second week,
the West Virginia visit has included
classes, trips on police. cruisers and
helicopters, a talk witli Gov. Jay
Rockefeller and sightseeing.
Ibrahim Anazi of Riyadh said in
one sense, the job of a Saudi
policeman is easier than that of his
American counterpart.
"In our country, we just have to
wear the hat on the head," said the
· cadet. "The people, they respect us.
They know you are the police and
they respect it even if you don't
carry a gun."
Anazi said he understood that
Americans were often not as
respectful of police.
Another cadet. Mosa J awair,
also of Riyadh, said the Saudi
traffic situation is less chaotic than
it used to be because of new six-lane
and eight-lane highways and an
augmented police force.
"There's tough driving over
there," he said, "But a lot of the
policemen control the traffic now.
;
It's much better than three years
•
ago.''
•
William J. Brown of Nor:
thwestern said the cadets would
•
return to the school in Evanston,
;
Ill., Friday to finish their studies in
accident investigation and traffic
control.
:
When they graduate as first
;
sergeants, they will go home to
; become the "nucleus" of the Saudi
:
. e Highway Patrol, he said.
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MINORITY
UNDERGRADUATES
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Work with Faculty on research projects. Good salaJY,Tuitlon and Fees,
Extras.
'
We seek minority juniors and seniors interested in pursuing teaching
careers (in any field) or research careers in a biomedical, behavioral, or
health·related field. Selected students will participate in faculty resear·
: ch projects in anthropology, biology, or mathmatics.

••
:

Contact (as soon as possible)
: DMr.tRh BDourt~nH. . 465
Dr. F. Taylor
:
a · ep · urn.
OR
Bio. Dept.- Cas tetter 86
• 277-5039
•

-

277-2400

Saudis
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1. ·PERSONALS
~CCUR~

TE ~NFORMATION ABOUT conuacep-

tJOn, stenllzat1on, abortion, Right to Choose, 2.940171,
12/3
Monday Nite F()otball, Dog's, Suds, Green Chille
Stew-allatNed'sl
10/31
CONTACTS??_ PoltshiQg & solutions. Casey Optical
Company, 255-8736.
!fn
'?ATES GALORE! Meel exciting singles, Call Date.bne toll-free: 800-451-3245, 10/3l
HAPPINESS IS ten campus VlPs spending one
morning In wheelchairs.
lO/JI
WANTED: KAYAKS and/or accessories, paddles,
spray skirts, etc. 255·7125. I0/31

I

(no r•funds If co.nc•l•d b•for• 5 lnsctrtlona).

LOST: men 1 s Burnsville class ring, Mitchell Hall, 2nd
floor restroom. 277·3786,
1J/4

SERVICES

...;....:.;:.::..:...::..=.=::______

__
Q~ TYPING SERV[CE. A complete typing alld
edJLorlal system. Technical, general leg[l\ medical
srhole.&tic, C~arts& lablr:s. 345-2125.' 1212.
'
LSAT.MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare nqw,
Call PENM 842,..5200. tfn
TYPING; MA, English, on-campus, 296·6~64. fs
SERVE in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233. 277-

344-8344, 11/18
GUITAR LESSONS. Beginning, classlcal, folk.
UNM guitar major, Prlvate group. Jim, 3454827 or
247-0497. 11/1
REASONABLE TYPING SERVICE. Call 2684917, Ll/2
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKS HOP and Photography
Oallt;rY is !h block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Spcc1al order service.
10/Jl

me~suge, 268-5879, 11/2

SHALAKO INN has deluxe efficiencies from
Sl45.00, udlitles; paid. City bus service down Central
available. Apartment includes modern kitchen
Loungel res\aurant & swimming pool on premises'
12901 Centra,! NE. 299..()434. 1212
•
FURNISHED ROOM, plush plus, SSS.OO mo. Inc.
utilities. Non-smok~r. Helen, 265·1584,

10131

SBS.OO and FREE utilities. Couple wants roommate
for2 bdrm. house. 8314313, 10/31

fs

LOST: 2 rings at south end of duck pond. John, 2951·
2634 aftcr7 p.m.
10/31
FOUND: ~alculator, 10/20, Biology Bldg. ClaimBio,
Dept. Office, 173A. 10/31
LOST: Oct. 26, glasses in white case in vicinity
belwc:en Business School ancl Biology building 298·
3331. 11/1
'

4. HOUSING

low

'

s2zs.oo,

Leav
c

1977 YAMAHA IOOYZ. Purchued 3 wec~a a80.
mttst sell. Need money for tuition. 88l-l$ 97 • un '
~RAND NEW 1976 Kawasaki 125. Perfect condi.

tmn. $600.00, l77~5U3.
ll/.3
GRADUATING SENIOR needs to se:ll 1973 Vega.
6,000 ml\es on rebuilt eng!n~, new tires. Call 256 •
9278.
11/3
NEW IO-$peed bicycle, $80,00. 242·6882.
11/3
1966 PLYMOUTH. 4 door (st~ndnrd). Must sell,

runs well, body ok. $800.00 nrm. Must sell. 277·3873.
10/31
1965 MUSTANG FAST BACK. Original owner, will
take best ofrer. 265-3565, ask for Keiko.
1J/4
,1971 VW BUO, only 4000 milles, Still new. For more
Information, cat! 26S-3.S6S, ask for Keiko.
11/4
1974 COROLLA WAGON. Good ccomQny, very
dependable. Come see It, Caii265-356S.
11/4
1974 SAAB Le Wagon back. Excellent 1=ar, clean
265~3565, ask for Kciko.
ttt4
197.5 FORD GRANADA, Low mileage, Original
owner. 265·3565, ask for Keiko.
11/4

EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
reports, proposals, scripts. Frauenglass Associates,

LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Law School Clinical Law
Program offers legal services for students and starr
Furnished by qualified Jaw students under facult;
supervision, Availability limited to those wh.oseassets
and incom(: do not exceed established guidelines.
$2.00 registration fee. Call 277-2913 or 277-3604 for
Information and appointments.
10/31
"Tile Way Of Hyperlon." This: Js Potanjali OS
Hyper! on, In My Outf1.t, The Yoga Empire. There Is
No Hero. There Is: No Heroin. We Follow Ideas Not
Men. CQme] Follow, ''The Way OfHyperion.'' The
U.S.A., Our C(lnsti!utional Convention Will Be
Caljed "Potanjall's Contest Of Songs," For Inror·
mation, Write Loretta Jones, c/o BSU Arbiter
(student newspaper), Boise Slate University 1910
University Drive, Boise ldaho83725.
't0/31

' •

l97J POR$CHB 914. Excellent condition

PRY MOUNT PRESS, to 36",

SPB, HAPPY BIRTHDAY.IIoveyou. MJA 10/31
VOL';JNTEE~S NEE~ED
close or personal
ex.pencnc~ WJth Anorexia Neumsa. All information
confidential. Call collect 1-982·8408 after ..S p.m. 11/4
HAPPY BIRTHDAY ARBO, A few days late but l
Joveyou. Kathy
10131
THANKS FOR RETURNING the tickets, You made
the day.
10131

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907. fs

.

I>I'Cldlln•l 12 noon for nut

5907,

2. LOST AND FOUND

11/1

mileage. D~tJtlfulll68-2845, 11/1

HAPP! BlRTHDAY to the She£, Ord Baker, who
appreciates good bagels, hors d'oeuvres, a'o'ocados
and bananas,
lOili

WANTED. Active members for The Committee for
the On-going Revolution. Don't just stand tberel Do
something! Join Now! For lnrormation wrile,
COMFORT, 605 w. 47th Street, Kansas City MO
64112. J0/3/
•
'

881.0816,

T•tma1 cc•h In 6CivCLI'Ic•.

FOUND: 2 mo. old puppy on 10/26 near duck pond
Identify &claim 277-5160 or 345·6939.
1J/.3

3.

l96:Z CHEVY 4'YD LNB, \.i ton, $1450.00, Exctllent
mechanical condttlon. 262.(1,517. Evenings. II/I
TOP CONDJ:ION. l97S Vega, J·speed, heat/alr,
23,000 plus mtlcs. $1600.00. 298-6881 after 6 p nt

l5c p•r word P•r do.y, $1 minimum.
5 or mor• cons•cutlv• do.ya,
9c p•r word p•r do.y

5 • FOR SALE
U~CLAIMED LAY·A·AWAY. New Sony
Tnnalron, Color TV, brand new, guarpatee, no down
payment. $7.75 per month till balahce Is paid off
268439). 10/31
'

DIAL·O-~ATIC sewing machine, open arm deluxe.
Stretch stluches, new guarantee. 1"ake over payments
of $7.00 per month, For information 266·

5811. 10/31
SANSUI REPbSSESSED STEREO. Complete stereo
system, full sized turntable, big speakers big
AM/FM stereo, ta)Xl player. Assume pay~ents,
$7.82 per month. 268-4394. 10/31
DUE TO DIVORCE will sacrifice equity. Red Classic
Ill and attachments. Assume payments of $7,00
month, new guarantee, 266-5872. 10/31
BRAND NEW OE color TV with VIR, automaticaJiy

adjusts color from network to network. Take over
payments. 268-4394. J0/31
20 USED PORTABLE TV's. $30.00 lo $60.00, 441
Wyoming NE, 255-5987, J/27
M:"-XWELL UD C~90 casseues. $3.00 each,
~mlmum order six. Free local delivery same week.
F1reOy, Box 75B3, 87104. 256-14

6.

EMPLOYMENT

Work In the PEACE CORPS. Ortegn 233. 277·
5907, rs
WANTED PART TIME help as Securhy Ouards.
Hours flexible. Call S.l.A,, 242-5261, 11/14
OVERSEAS JOBS· $Ummer/year·round. Europe, S.
America, Australia, Asia, clc. All field~ S.SOO-S1200
monthly, Expenses paid, sightseeing, Free lnfcrma·
tion - write lnternati'Jnal Job Center, Dept. NB 1
Box 4490. Derkelev. CA 94704. ll/4
INSTRUCTORS NEEDED for 4--6 year~old "tQLs
l!.lmbling & rhythm class" (early childhood),
$4,25/hr. Call Kalhy, YWCA, 241-8841, 11/1

ADDRESSERS WANTED Immediately! Work at
hoJ~e

- n~ expcrlcnce necessary - excellenl pay.
Wnte Amencan Service, 8350 Park Lane, Suite 2t'i9
Da\las,TX75231. 11/16
'
GIRLS: models needed; easy lJOLJrS, plenty of time
for homework. 1~5 u.m .• 6103 Menual NE, 11/2

SALFS PEOPJ..E WANTED 10 tell di$play adverU"

Ins for the NM Dally _Lobo. Mmt have- et~r. Ca\1277·
:56~6 or come by Marron Hull, Rm. lJl, M,W,f'1 all
p.m. orTUc.s'. &Th.utJ, at2 p.m.
tfo
WORK PART T!Mil. $4()0,00 '110nlhly. Call 881·
4585, 9·~ for lnformndon. 11/4
PART TIME $~lcs clefk & l!oc:king, Must be over 21
)'can old, Apply In person. Savcway Liquor SIQrC"4,
5104 L(Hnns NE: 5516 Meru.ud Dlvd, NE. ll/8

7.

TRAVEl.

MISCELLANEOUS

WBAVE your own X-mas gifts- quick, Inexpensive,
unusual. 3 week COllttie-the Wenvcrs' Studio, 20S
StanfordSE, 265-9100. Jl/1
CHEAP WATERJ1EDSI WRier Trips. $89,95 buys
you i) dark wnlnut stained frame, 2) saf~ty liner, 3)
fonn1 comforl pad, 4) nny sb:e mnttress with J.year
gunrnntee: $851,95. 3407 Ccntml NE, 2~5-2289, 11/1
AWARENESS is jusl nround Ihe corner,
l0/3 1
ATIENTION: All fDrmer NCHO·NM Clinical
Education Interns, a special meetitti.( on !he ruturc of
lhc program will be held at Chlc:nno Studies on Wed,

Nov,1:,at7p.m,

ACROSS

U.S.A.
5 "Begone!"
9 Heavy ·
strong rope
14 Cotton
package
15 The very
best
16 Gold lace or
braid
1 7 Outbursts
19 Distinctive
odor
20 Kitchen tool
21 Sleep river
cliffs
23 Soaks in
liquid
25 Satisfied
fully
26 Even,.
scorewise
28 Corpses:
Slang
32 Police
device: 2
words
37 Actress
Bernhardt

38 Grain spike
39 Luminous

disks
41 Greek letter
42 Tester
45 Midweek
period

48 ---- --

Bethlehem

50 Mrs.

Roosevelt
51 Rhymester

54 Finishing a

road

9.

VICTUALS

USDA estimates the average American will consume
10 lbs. of food addltlve~ lhls }'ear. You won't get [I nt
the Morning Olol)' Cafe which features vegetarl11n
special~ and chemic~l free meat, 2933 Monte Vista,
NE. 268·7040.
10/31
HAVE A REAL FOOD LUNCH at Oaba's, 107 Mesa
SE (across from the Art buildlng)-(enlllring fmh
sandwiches by the Fiddler's Three, Mountain High
J J/2
Yougurt, natural sodnsnnd fruil juices.

UNITED Feature Syndicate

58 Skin
62 Singer

Friday's Puzzle Solved:

==,...,.,,.,.,,..,

63 Pep up

64 Sty
66 In re
67 Turkish

VIPs

68 Drive

. onward

69 Birds'

structures

70 Kind of ·

income

71 Quick look

DOWN
1 Biblical

man et al

2 Jacobin

supporter

3 Escape

detection
by
4 Abounding
5 Capuchin
monkey
6---- up:
Confine
· 7 Coins of
India

8 Nikola -----:

Electrical
genius
9 Pet lambs
10 Greek
region
11 Brought up
12 Row of
printed
words
13 Superlative
endings
18 Lukewarm

22 Pronoun
24 ----

44 Nibbling

animals
Thomas:
Clockmaker 46 Muse of
27 Possible
mime
game result 47 Accumulates:
29 Mr. Allen
2 words
30---49 2 x 4 source
morgana:
52 Vilification
Mirage
53 Slight ad31 Twomixture
wheeled
55
Habituate
carriage
56 Oslo na32 Becomes
tive's counfixed
try
33 Go different
ways
57 European
34 Silkworm
58 Impetuosity
35 Brewmaster's 59 Tree
product
60 Currier's
36 Schools of
colleague
seals
40 Center a
61 Peruse
football
65 WW-11
vessel:
43 Tending to
Abbr.
wear awa~

~r.-~~-

*

11/2

WHAT IS A COLLEOa INN? We do the cooking &
cleaning, you do the Uudyin$• 303 Ash NE 1 243·2881
IQ/31
•

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLB
1 Part of

Ji/4

~tudcn(S nnd fucu)ty,
Information ut lntcrcontim:ntnl Travel Centre, 107
Olran! Blvd. SE,
11/4
RIDES I RIDES I RIDES I lTC, 265·9860
11/4

8.

Wenow
shorten
fashion pants
forF'REE

~~~~~~~

Sun.-Thurs.
NEXT DAY SERVICE

Fri. & Sat.
SAME DAY SERVICE

CENERAL
STORE
111 Harvard SE • 8117 Menaul NE

f.

t1

CHRISTMAS FLIOHTS? Think now, _ny IP.ter.
Reservations nt lntcrcontinc:nlll.l Truvc\ Centre 9

n,m, to9p.m., 26S·91l60.
PREE T~ VEL SERVJCB lo
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BOOKS 8r RECORDS

•

USEDPAPERBACKS70cANINCH
SELECT NEW PAPERBACKS 59c AND 98c _

""'
PRE·XMAS CHILDREN'S MRGAINS
CRAFT, PICTURE, COOKBOOKS & GIFT BOOKS ·

~~~~

RECORDS

CLASSICAL
POP
COUNTRY

LOBO· JACKETS

~~·~u~ NOW 6.98

FROM

1• 98

SUPPLY, STATIONERY & GIFT SALE
TODAY THRU NOV 11

•
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